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Question: 
On sheet ITB-20, X.5.h.2, it states Prevailing Wages are required for this project.  Sheet OCA-6, section 
6.7.2 states Prevailing Wages shall apply.  Please confirm that prevailing wages are required for this 
project. 
Answer: 
Prevailing wages are not required for this project. 
 
Question: 
In order to access the work areas, it appears Clearing and Grubbing will be required.  No easement, 
ROW, and or construction limits are provided.  How will Clearing and Grubbing be paid for?  In addition, 
in section 01 11 003.10, it states to replace any damaged trees.  Is this the intent of the project? If so, 
please define tree planting requirements and specifications. 
Answer: 
Clearing and grubbing, and any other activities required to gain access and perform work, are to be 
included in the price for the bid item requiring said access and work. 
Trees shall be addressed in accordance with specification section 01 11 00, item 3.10.  There are no tree 
planting requirements available. 
 
Question: 
On sheet OCA-4, Section 4 Contract Sum. 4.1 states that this proposal is a Lump Sum Bid, but there is no 
place to fill in an amount.  The bid form on sheet 200 and 201 of the proposal pdf appears to be a unit 
price bid form. Please confirm that this is a unit price proposal and not a lump sum proposal?   
Answer: 
This is a unit price proposal.  Bidders shall complete the Bid Form. 
 
Question: 
Inspection will occur near active Railroad tracks, Will Railroad insurance be necessary for this proposal?  
Answer: 
It is not anticipated that railroad insurance will be required for this project. 
 
Question: 
If Railroad insurance is required, please provide all information for the railroads insurance requirements. 
Answer: 
Please see previous answer. 
 
Question: 
On sheet CO-1, Public Paving Time Restrictions, it is stated that public paving shall take place May 1rst 
thru October 1rst.  If the contractor disturbs the existing asphalt, we are required to restore per the 
SOW.   The timeline of the contract will put work occurring well after 10/1/21.  Will the contract 
completion time be extended if areas are disturbed after the 10/1/21 threshold? 
Answer: 
The contract schedule/duration as stated in the bid/contract documents is expected to be adhered to by 
the Contractor. 
 
Question: 
On sheet ITB-4, note 6 states the items to be included with the bid form.  In spec 00 43 40, Proposed 
Work Plan, it is stated that this will be submitted with the bidding documents.  It is not shown on the list 



required on sheet ITB-4.  Will the Proposed Work Plan be required to be included with the bid 
documents required?  
Answer: 
The Proposed Work Plan is required to be submitted with the bid documents. 
 
Question: 
Please confirm that all bypass pumping will be performed and paid for under the Item 4  - Bypass 
Pumping Allowance? 
Answer: 
Bypass pumping will be paid under Item 4, and in accordance with the Scope of Bids and applicable 
detailed specifications. 
 
Question: 
In section 01 11 00 3.21.3, it states restoration in city parks will be per the satisfaction of The park 
department.  Are any specifications or details available on what the park department may expect? 
Answer: 
No specifications or details are available. 
 
Question: 
In section 01 32 34 3.02.C, the specification states to record the easements.  Is it the intent of this 
proposal that the contractor performs a survey record of easements within the affected work area? 
Answer: 
It is not intended for the Contractor to perform survey work. 
 
Question: 
Plan sheets 59033, 59034 and 59035, show work along the railroad tracks in a wooded area that has no 
access points.  What access point will contractors have for this work shown? 
Answer: 
Areas of difficult access will be discussed at the Pre-Construction meeting. 
 
Question: 
Plan sheets 55053, 54054, 55052, 56055 and 56051 show work along the railroad tracks in a wooded 
area that has no access points.  What access point will contractors have for this work shown? 
Answer: 
Areas of difficult access will be discussed at the Pre-Construction meeting. 
 
Question: 
Plan sheets 59025, 59026, and 59027 have access constraints and the surrounding area appears to be a 
wetland.  Given that this area appears to be a wetland, will any special permits, access points or 
restrictions occur in this area? 
Answer: 
Areas of difficult access will be discussed at the Pre-Construction meeting.  No special permits are 
anticipated.  
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